In defining a space vehicle architecture, the propulsion system and related subsystem choices will have a major influence on achieving the goals and objectives desired. There are many alternatives and the choices made must produce a system that meets the performance requirements, but at the same time also provide the greatest opportunity of reaching all of the required objectives.
I. Introduction
A1AA 201O-XXXX I N de fining a space vehi cle architecture, the propulsion system and related subsystem choices will ha ve a major innuence on achieving the goals and objecti ves desired. There are many alternatives and the choices made must produce a system that meets the perfonnance requirements , but at the same time also provide the greatest opportunit y of reachin g all of the required objectives.
II. System Integration
The first section presented is system integration. The section is presented as eight areas. First is the vehicle config uration and propellant tanks area which concerns the placement of the tanks such as lox tank aft or forward, parallel tanks, toroidal tanks, etc. The second area is the propulsion system engine propellant feed tec hnique area whi ch concerns pressure fed versus pump fed and what type of pump. The third area is the propellant transfer pump location area whi ch di scusses where the pumps mi ght be placed. The fourth area is the functi onall y optimizing propulsion components versus traditional stand-alone rocket engine area. This area discusses how many turbopump sets should be assoc iated with how many thrust chamber assemblies ( I : I , many: I , I :many, many: many). The fifth area is the main roc ket engine start considerations area where different start methods are di scussed. The sixth area is the rocket engine and motor ignition system area which presents igni tion methods. The seventh area di scusses the number of main rocket nozzles and their placement. The last area discusses structural design options of the aft end of the vehicle.
A. System Integration for Safety, Reliability, Dependability, Maintainability, and Low Cost Considerations I. Vehicle Configuration of Propellant Tanks 1.1 Tandem Lox Tank Forward / Fuel Tank Aft Of NASA vehicles, onl y the Saturn IC booster stage has used this tank arrangement. Pros: This tank arrangement places the more massive tank higher in the vehicle stack. In tum, this moves the vehi cle CG forward. Moving the vehicle CG fo rward results in a dec rease in the gimbal angle needed to produce a given control moment. Alternatel y, it provides greater control authority of the vehicle at a given engine gimbal angle when in need of steering. It also reduces the performance loss when thrusting through the CG of the vehicle with multiple off-axis engines. Additionall y, if engines are mounted on a single plane and thrusting through the CG, tile flight attitude angle is less with respect to the vertical axis of the vehicle and aga in the gimbal angles required fo r contro l are less wi th the greater moment arm length. Cons: This tank arrangement requires long lox propellant feed lines. This leads to cryogenic geysering and resulting water hammer loads during ground servicing, vehicle pogo in flight, and engine turbo-pump and feed system thermal conditioning for engine start. All three of these conditions require acti ve sub-systems to accommodate, i.e., lox anti-geysering system, pogo suppression system, and a propellant thermal conditioning system. In addition to these added subsystems, the servicing process is much longer and requires process control to maintain a safe vehicle, e.g., lox chill-down to remove the sensible heat of the feed system and engi ne/feed system interface to avo id an uncontrolled geyser during loading, a slow fill loading of the feed system to avo id damage of the lank outlet anti-vortex hardware, and possible feed system drain-back conditioning j ust before engine start.
These constraints co mpromise hold time flexibility and require acti ve systems with fa ult tolerance to avo id loss of vehicle. A constraint is also placed on the ground lox-servicing system to condition or avoid warm lox temperatures or two-phase flow at the flight vehicle interface at all times. The required subsystems add considerable hardware, added weight, non-recurring hardware cost, ground support infrastructure, consumables, considerable maintenance burden/cost and time, and sustaining engineering burden/cost.
If the vehicle propellant tanks carry the load through the base, the fue l tank will be required to have the strength/mass to support the lox tank resulting in added weight.
For turbopumped engines on a booster stage, placing the fuel tank aft reduces the pressure head available to the fuel pump at start. The reducti on in ava ilable head may result in decreased pump speed (higher turbopump weight), a need for a boost pump (increased engine weight), or an increase in required tank pressure. If the tank pressure is increased the pressurant system weight increases and the tank weight may increase if the pressurant pressure is the controlling parameter in the tank wa ll thickness. Because of its density the lox turbopump generall y has sufficient head in a booster application.
Tandem Fuel Tank Forward I Lox Tank Aft
Pros: All U.S. rocket-powered vehicles flew this choice before the Saturn vehicle and consequently a good database exists. All the Con's identi fied fo r the choice above are eliminated except a slow fill loading of the feed system to avo id damage to the tank outlet anti-vortex hardware and possible pogo if the engine mounting arrangement allows flexing of the support structure. The lower lox head allows use of much simplified lox servicing hardware (possibly usi ng a transfer without pumps using onl y fac ili ty pressure). Engine start conditioni ng can be accomplished by si mple helium bubbling system. Cons: Lower CG and possible resultant performance loss (see pro 's in item 1. 1 above)and, if fuel is cryogenic, the conditioning requirements are more critical because of longer feed-line.
Parallel Fuel and Lox Tanks
Pros: This tank arrangement was demonstrated on the Saturn I and IB vehicles. The low propellant head allows simple ground servicing (possibl y using a transfer without pumps using only facility pressure) avoiding water hammer. For cryogenic flu ids, damage can occur when slugs of liquid are ex pelled at significant velocity by gas that is generated by heat leaks into the long propellant transfer line. This is called slug flow damage and is minimized by reducing the head that must be supplied by the prope llant feed system. Tank arrangements that do not have one tank above the other minimize this problem. This tank arrangement avo ids slug fl ow damage. Avo ids geysering and pogo issues and added fli ght systems. Reduces cryogenic chill-down complexit y and time. Cons: Lower CG and possible resultant performance loss (see pro's in item 1. 1 above).
1.4 Hybrid Fuel and Lox Tanks, e.g., ToroidaUCylindrical Combination Pros: Low propellant head allows si mple ground servici ng (possibly using a transfer without pumps using onl y facility pressure) avo iding water hammer and slug flow damage fro m ground system head changes (cryogenic fluids). Avoids geysering and pogo issues and added fli ght . systems. Red uces cryogenic chill-down co mplexity and time. Engine start conditioning can be accomplished by simple helium bubbling system. Cons: Lower CG and possible resultant perfo rmance loss (see pro 's in item l.l above). Toroidal tanks are generall y heavier than cylindrical tanks.
Hybrid Fuel and Lox Tanks, e.g. Oxidizer Tank Within Fuel Tank Both with External
Access for Feed System Pros: Will allow better flj ght hardware packaging density for upper-stage applications. Provides a design with less external exposure to the environment. Cons: Will drive compl exity considerably where the fueUoxid izer delta temperatures are not low, e.g. , double walled ox idizer tank for thermal isolation purposes. Concerns fo r fault tolerance for safety reasons will either compl icate the design or dri ve the operational verifi cation process between fli ghts. The two tanks arranged th is way may be heavier than two separate, non-enclosed, 4 American lnstitute of Aeronauti cs and Astronautics tanks, but the packaging probably will be more efficient. Because this design has less ex ternal exposure to the environment , it may cause concerns for frost or ice accumulation during ground servic ing, which could result in added li ftoff weight or needed environmental protection systems.
Propulsion System Engine Propellant Feed Technique
2.1 Turbopumps This is the traditional approach for large thrust main propulsion systems. All comparisons are versus pressure fed systems. Pros: The advantage of any pumped rocket engine is that it allows greatly increased thrust in a given envelope which reduces engine weight. It also allows a much higher area ratio in a given envelope which, in tum, produces much higher specific impulse thus decreasing vehicle we ight.
The pumps allow the propellant tanks to operate at a low pressure. The low tank pressure produces a low tank weight and a low pressurant system weight relative to a pressure fed system. If the pump drive source is a turbine, then the feed technique is a "turbopump". A turbopump produces the highest power density (horsepower per pound of pump and drive source) of any of the available propellant feed techniques. Turbopumps allow flexibility in the choice of engine power cycle. Cons: Turbopumps add cost. complexity, and parts, all of which lead to decreased reliability compared to pressure fed systems. Turbopump eng ines are more difficult to start and shut down safely. They require pump chill down for cryogenic propellants. Depending on the engine power cycle and propellant choice, shaft seal leakage of the lox pump requires hazard control sub-system support (purge) and also allows atmosphere entry following shutdown, which requires drying and corrosion contro l throughout the ground processing cycle.
Tank Pressure Transfer
Pressure fed systems have been used for many moderate thrust main propulsion systems and for most small thrusters. Pros: This choice is simple to service, has less components, and is more reliable and maintainable than pumped systems. Cons: Higher engine weight and considerab le performance loss. Tankage and pressurant system weights may be much higher.
Reciprocating Pumps
Pros: May allow more opera tionally favorable pump drive so lution, e.g., electric vs. turbine . Cons: Only usable for high head, low fl ow applications, thus likely to have limited applications such as stationkeeping or ACS/RCS. Possibly usable for non-continuous higher flowrate applications if an accumu lator is used.
Electric Motor-Driven Pumps
Pros: Replacing the turbine and all of the turbine drive fluid generating components allows high pressure combustion with increased performance efficiency and with a simple approach. This may provide increased reliability/dependability/safety and lower life cycle cost. Cons: Adds an e lectrical generation and supply system. Probably results in a weight increase for moderate or higher thrust engines and the weight increase wi ll be very sensitive to the required horsepower and required electrical power generation and supply system. Materials capabi lity with lox cou ld result in safe ty control concerns.
Propellant Transfer Pump Location 3.1 Pumps Integrated with Combustion Components
Pros: Traditional way of doing business provides ease of procurement and engine development management. Minimizes routing lengths of turbine drive fluid lines. Since these lines are often both high pressure and hot, minimizing their length minimizes engine weight. Cons: Requires long cryogenic chill-down to remove the sensible heat before loading Ule propellant. Heat input from pump mass can cause geysering and requires an active system for prevention. Requires an acti ve system to condition the propellant in the pumps for engine start conditions (re-circulating pumps and va lves, ac ti ve bleed flow va lves, or helium bubbling). 
Pumps Mounted on Vehicle Structure Separate from Engine Combustion Hardware
Pros: Hardware location should provide greater ease of access for maintenance. Cons: May be limited to the gas generator or expansion cycle engine choices (Atla s, Jupiter and Thor vehicles). Likely to result in an engine weight increase and does not delete the conditioning system requirements for either engine start or tank filling. It al so does not delete the concerns for ge yseringlwater hammer or the need to perfonn the fill servi cing process with added chill-down time to remove the sensible heat of mass before filling the tanks. Also will add need for structural verificati on of hi gh-pressure fl ex joints between fli ghts .
Functionally Optimizing Propulsion Components versus Traditional Stand-Alone Rocket Engine
The traditional U. S. approach is to build engines with a single set of turbopumps feeding a single thru st chamber assembl y and to have an engine controller on the engine. There are alternate approaches. A single turbopump set can feed multiple thrust chamber assemblies (some Russian engines operate this way); multiple turbopump sets can feed a single thrust chamber assembl y;
multiple turbopump sets can be associated with multiple thrust chamber asse mblies using ring manifolds where no particular turbopump set (or even indi vidual turbopump) is associated with a particular thrust chamber assembl y. And controllers can be at the multiple engine level or at the vehic le leve l. For the di scussions below, the comparisons are for different approaches/or the same thrust level and same envelope.
4.1 Traditional Engine: One Turbopump Set, One Thrust Chamber Assembly (1:1) Pros: Traditional U.S. way of doing business except for the Atlas designed in 1950 's that flew for over 40 years that use one set of turbo-pumps to feed two combustion c hamber/nozzles as a booster system that was staged during fli ght. Dynamics perceived to be easier to design, control, and analyze resulting in lower DDT &E cost. Minimum amount of acti ve hard ware increases reliability and reduces maintenance burden. Cons: An y failure of turbopump or thrust chamber assembl y takes engine off line. Lower rate of production (compared to approac hes below) of turbopump sets and thrust chamber asse mblies wi ll increase costs.
One
Turbopump Set that Feeds Multiple Thrust Chamber Assemblies (l:many) Pros: Indi vidual thrust chamber assemblies can be isolated such that failure of a thrust chamber assembl y does not take engine off line. Higher rate production of thrust chamber assemblies could lower cost. Physicall y smaller thrust chamber assemblies probably less ex pensive to produce. Can get hi gher area rati o within a given length enve lope and thus higher specific impulse. Overall reliability could increase.
Cons: Increased am ount of active hardware decreases reliability and increases maintenance
burden. More interconnection hard ware will add cost and weight. There is an increase in the amount of acti ve hardware. This will increase the maintenance burden and ground support costs especiall y for reusable systems. Overall reliability could dec rease. Overall engine thrust-to-weight probabl y decreases.
Since the reliability is being dri ven both up and down, a full set of system trades will be needed to determine the reliability impact for a given application. Pros: Individual turbopump sets (or even individual turbopumps) can be isolated such that failure of a turbopump does not take engine off line. Higher rate production of turbopumps could lower cost. Ph ysicall y smaller turbopumps are probably less expensive 10 produce. Small turbopumps will probably weight less per horsepower because they can be designed to run faster.
Cons: lncreased amount of acti ve hardware decreases reliability and increases maintenance burden. More interconnection hardware will add cost and weight. There is an increa se in the amount of active hardware. This will increase the maintenance burden and ground support costs especially for reusable systems. Overall reliability could decrease. Overall engine thrust-to-weight probably decreases.
Since tile reliability is being driven both up and down, a full set of system trades will be needed 10 detennine the re liability impact for a give n application.
Multiple Turbopump Sets that Feed
Multiple Thrust Chamber Assemblies (many:many) Pros: Individual turbopump sets (or even individual turbopumps) and individual thrust chamber assemblies can be isolated such that their failures do not take the engine off line. Higher rate production of turbopumps and thrust chamber assemb lies could lower cost. Physically smaller turbopumps and thrust chamber assemblies probably less expensive to produce. Small turbopumps will probably weight less per horsepower because they can be designed to run faster. Cons: Increased amount of active hardware decreases reli ability and increases maintenance burden. More interconnec tion hardware will add cost and weight. There is an increase in the amount of ac ti ve hardware. This will increase the maintenance burden and ground support costs especiall y for reusable system s. Overall reliabilit y could decrease. Overall eng ine thrust-to-weight probably decreases.
Since the reliability is being driven both up and down, a full set of system trades will be needed to detennine the reliability impact for a given application.
Integrated Multiple Rocket EngineNehicle Control Component versus Dedicated Engine Controller Components
Pros: Reduction of hardware components will increase the reliability. reduce the maintenance burden, and provide lower life cycle cost. In relation to Shuttle, this approac h wou ld also delete the interface units for each eng ine required to provide vehicle to engine compatibility.
Cons: Total rocket engine stand-alone capability wi ll be lost. Engine development and depot maintenance testing will require the use of GSE to perform this control function. Engine certification of readiness wi ll require understanding and adjustment from today's approach.
Main Rocket Engine Start Considerations 5.1 Traditional Fast Ramp Start
Pros: Conserves prope llant during startup . Minimi zes need for shutdown control on previous stage (for non-booster stages). Cons: Produces rapid temperature changes in components that result in shortened engine life without sophisticated des ign for reduce thenna l strains. Combustion stabi lity must be considered relati ve to the start transient when using hydrocarbon fuels.
Soft Start with Ramp to Mainstage
Pros: Decreases temperature change rate on hardware and increases des ign life. May increase system availability for reusable systems. This approach was used on early systems like the Jupiter vehicle. Provides opportunity for engine system health check before launch commit.
Cons: Perfonnance losses during engine start as engines consume more propellant before lift-off. Conditi ons fo r ignition and combustion stability dictate the minimum power level that can be to lerated. Conditions are hi ghl y dependent on the fuel and oxidi zer choice and combustion pressure. 
Traditional Fast Shutdown
AlAA 20 10-XXXX Pros: Minimi zes impulse during shutdown. Helps to avoid impac ting nex t stage du ring its startup.
Cons: Typicall y done for O,IH, stages by shutting lox valve very quickl y. This produces very rapid cold quench on turbine blades producing high strain . This may not ma tter fo r expendab le engi nes, but wi ll decrease li fe for reusable eng ines.
Soft Shutdown from Mainstage
Pros: Eliminates high strains on turbine blades. lncreases engi ne life for reusab le app licat ions. Cons: Increases shutdown impul se. Increases chance of impacting nex t stage during its start or requires acti ve system to move stage away from next stage trajectory.
Tank Head Start
Propellants are de livered to the main combustion chamber at low pressure and ignited -essentia ll y a pressure fed start. Then the turbopumps are bootstrapped using whatever turbine drive fluid is used for the given engine power cyc le. Pros: One of the si mplest and lowest part count approaches. Can use any quality propellants thus allowing for starts or restarts in gravity or zero gravity enviro nments. Provides opportuni ty for engine system health check before ramp-up to full chamber pressure. The tank head start without ramp-up to full pressure can be used to settle propellants in an upper stage applicati on, thu s e liminating the need for a separate system. Cons: Requ ires more start transition time and consumes more propellants duri ng the start sequence. Results in small loss in perfonnance. Requires grea ter tank head capability (possibl y resulting in a heavier tank).
Turbine-Spin System
Pros: Small performance gain as thi s approac h minimi zes the propell ants consumed during the start sequence. Alternative to spinning main turbine is to spin start a "boost turbine/pump" assembly and use this as the pressurizat ion and start system for the main-stage turbopump. This could consume less pressurization fluids than start ing the mai n-stage. higher flow turbine/pump assembl ies: Cons: Requires added gas spin support system on the ve hic le to provide vehicle restart and a ground infrastructure to sup port this added vehicle system. Increases hardware parts count decreasing dependabili ty and increasing cost.
5_7 Hypergolic Expendable Cartridge System
Pros: Hypergoli c ignition approach is very dependable when system operates correctly. Was used on Apollo/Saturn l es F-I engine.
Cons: Cartri dges are expendable and require replacement after each firing. Sa fety issues as hype rgo lic cartridges are toxic if leakage occurs and requires added sa fety precautions when handli ng. Will require added IVHM for reusable maintenance.
Pyrotechnic Expendable Cartridge System
Pros: Pyrotechnic (e.g. Potassium Perchlorate, Ammonium Nitrate, Aluminum , Black Powder, etc.) ignition is fast, and generally reliable and the materia ls are generall y less toxic th an the hypergo ls. Cartridges can be used in a set for multiple starts. Technology is at a very hi gh T RL (8-9) and used in fli ght systems. This cho ice is considered standard for solid motors.
Cons: Ignition produces particles that can impact turbine if used as a gas generator start system as well as the c hamber wa lls if used for the main chamber. Thi s can present issues for reusable applicati ons and for regenerative ly cooled chambers in tenns o f possible damage to the coo lant passagcsli nner wall s. This choice will require maintenance ( inspec tions) between every engine firing and will result in reduced engine life. This concept will result in considerable increased
operating cost and decreased responsiveness.
Rocket Engine and Motor Ignition System
Hypergo lic propellants do not need ignition systems.
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Hypergolic Ground Supplied System
AIAA 2010-XXXX Pros: Eliminates the need for vehicle access to replace the expendable engine supplied cartridge in the event of an on-pad abort or between fl ights while maintaining the dependability of the hypergo lic technique for engine start.
Cons: Thi s choice adds a considerable sa fety and li fe cycle cost concern , e .g., there is an additional fluid that requires a unique flight to ground umbilical. This umbilical will function fo r each engine at start. The system puts additional complexity into the launch system relati ve to safety. cleanliness. and the launch and abort umbilical connect/disconnect. This design approach will require a T-O umbilical fluid system supporting each engine. This design choice also will add additional infrastructure to support this toxic fluid and the resultant added life cycle cost and safety ri sk of a T-O umbilical system. A T-O system will most likely require re-cleaning between flights. Use of this type of start system is limited to onl y the ve hicle's fi rst stage element.
Augmented Spark Igniter System (Sometimes Referred to as Torch System)
Pros: Presentl y used on the Shuttle SSME. It is very dependable and supports reusability without maintenance between firings. This choice is considered standard for hybrid solid fuel systems.
Choice is under consideration for hydrocarbon fuels to support reusability, but presently technology has not been demonstrated in a rocket engine, but it's very mature and standard for gas turbine engines.
This choice was used on the J-2 and RL-I O LoxlLH, engines supporting the Saturn and Centaur ve hi cles. lt works we ll with LoxlLH, because of their large flammability range and hi gh flame speed. The spark ignition technique is used to ignite the torch.
Cons: Technology is at very low TRL level for use in hydrocarbon fue ls in a rocket engine, as
feasibility has not been established.
Torch must be "started" ahead of main chamber start, whi ch complicates the main chamber primary and secondary flow paths. Restart can be an issue since supply cavities and Torch cavity could freeze from residual oxidizer flow between starts. Typ icall y means go ing to a gaseous oxidizer flow versus liquid oxidizer flow when using cryogenic fluids.
Alternative Ignition Techniques for the Augmented Spark Igniter System -Microwave,
Laser, or Hot-Wire Ignition Pros: The mi crowave, laser, and hot wire techniques are alternatives to ignite the torch system and may be more desirable than the spark igniter approach, but should be considered only for the torch ignition application.
Cons: Use in hydrocarbon fuels may be slow and has not been demonstrated as dependable. The tec hnology is at low TRL leve l for use in rocket engines, as the feasibility has not been established. This approach will need to be highly integrated into the combustion chamber design and increases the compl ex ity of the combustion chamber des ign. The impact at the total vehicle system level and on the vehicle's electrical power system has not been defined.
Number of Main Rocket Engine Nozzles and Their Placement 7.1 Traditional Thinking to Use a Center Engine Nozzle to Help Control Exhaust Re-Circulation

Heating Environment During Ascent
Pros: Design tools to analyze thermal heating of the aft co mpartment fro m exhaust flow and recirculation during ascent are available and the designer is comfortable with this choice.
Cons: Structural support deflection fo r the center engine during ascent can cause pogo. The presence of pogo requires a pogo-suppression system add ing hardware over-and-above the additional engine and its support systems. This additi o~al active hardware reduces the reliability and increases the maintainability burden resulting in added recurring and acquisition cost. Requirement doesn't allow the design concept to be optimized for the total number of engines and thrust size to fi nd the best balance of dependability, safety, and maintainability to provide the best life cycle cost solution. Also the designer will be required to use aerodynamically contoured aft compartment to controUminim ize the re-c irculation and reduce the base drag. 
III. Non-Cbemical Propulsion
The next section is non-chemical propulsion. This section is presented in four areas. The flrst area is nuclear energy powered propulsion including nuclear thennal , nuclear electri c, and bi-modaL The second area is so lar energy powered propulsion including electric, sails and thennal. The third area discusses other propulsion thrusters including various electric thrusters and cold gas thrusters. The last area presents two types of propulsion tethers.
B. Non-Chemical Propulsion Considerations t. Nuclear (Fission) Energy Powered Propulsion
1.1 Nuclear Thermal Expansion (NTP Pros: High performance (Isp) > 850 sec Isp, Thrust > 1000 Ib,. Provides the high thrust of chemical systems but at 2X the Isp perfonnance. Has less complexity in tenns of mechanica l systems than Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP). Work on fuel materials at the end of NERV A showed promise for Composite, Carbide-based, and CERMET fuels to retard fission product emission (near zero) and provide longer bum time capability > 5-hours.
Cons: Safety major concern and difficulty to perform the DDT &E (except very small scale below ground level) and to perform the ETO operations. Proven at prototype level only and previous graphite/carbide designs became politically unattractive due to release of fission particles in exhaust. Requires encapsulated testing and continued fuels development work to mature to a flight system.
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Nuelear Electric with Thrusters (NEP)
A IAA 2010-XXXX Pros: Very high perfonnance (l sp) with major increases in payload fraction for planetary orbital, solar system, and possible interstellar missions (l sp from 3,000-1 0,000, Thrust from 0.002 to 0.5 Ib r ). Planetary trip time decreases co mpared to all chemical propulsion approaches. Potential to eliminate planetary swing-by requirements and increase payload deli very as we ll as decrease trip time. Cons: No fli ght experience and many operational unknowns associated with this technology. Additional fluids and complex systems will challenge safety, mission reliability, and cost goals. Human mi ssions require a chemical stage to rendezvous with NEP stage before escape to prevent penalties assoc iated with the crew spending lOa 's of days on the spacecraft before Earth escape. The size of the NEP reactor typically sized for several Megawatts thennal and requires a large heat rej ection radiator to eliminate power cycle waste heat. Due to the integrated space radiator requiremen ts, a full-up system test cannot be perfonned on Eanh and can the system can onl y be tested in a space at full size. This drives development cost and risk up. Although no direct fission product release because of lhe closed power-cycle to create the electric power, a " hot" reactor has fission product build-up over time. This can be an issue for operation in LEO or MEO either due to re-entry possibility or energetic particle flux emissions that could interfere with proximity operati ons with other spacecraft.
N uelear Bi-Modal wit h Thrusters
Pros: High perfonnance NTP thrust and lsp coupled with very high NEP lsp. Can deliver high thrust for earth escape with a short thrusting time thus reducing spiral out trajectory time of NEP. Uses EP thrusters by using fi ssion reactor as a power source for electric thrusters after planetary escape. Significant planetary trip time and mission mass decrease compared to all chemical propulsion systems. Pennits a "NEP" reactor to be tested on Earth first before a spaceflight because it is the same reactor used for NTP. 
Solar Sails
Pros: This approach is mostly a passive system, but limited to high earth orbit and beyond. Cons: Very large structure and travel speed is very slow. No flight experience and low technology maturity. Material strength/densi ty is a maj or challenge and plasma sail tec hnology approach maturity is even less mature.
Solar Thermal Expansion
Pros: Propulsion energy conversion system very similar to nuclear (fission) thennal engine except that the reactor is replaced with a solar concentrator and safety and complexity is considerably improved. Materials available and required operate in much less severe environment providing higher dependability and lower life cyc le cost. (lsp > 600 sec with Hydrogen). Provides a cost effective approach for low-thrust, high-Isp umnanned systems due to size and reduced system complexit y. Cons: Energy heat source size limited to solar constant and collector size. Low thrust application only. No flight experience and tec hnology at low maturity level. Vehicle is attitude limited to max imizing solar collectors orientation to Sun; therefore thrusting time must be managed. System size could be limited due to cavity scaling and materials limitations that constrain Isp capability II American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics since thennal energy is transferred directl y from solar heat source via mec hanical methods to the "cavity" .
Other Propulsion Thrusters 3.1 Hall Effects Electrostatic Thrusters
Pros: Some spacecraft ni ght ex perience. Hi gh performance (Isp) wi th relati ve ly hi gh thrust/ power density. Use Xenon storab le nuid that can be serviced off line without the use o f a facilitated ground system. Low recurring cost. Isp ~ 2500 sec at 4.5 kWe.
Cons: Requires high power to get increased efficiency and perfonnance. Produces low thrust. Current technology is high specific mass (-10 kglkw). These characteri stics limit the applicati ons to satellite or small spacec raft propulsion. Moderate thrust/power ratio, lower than arc-jets and resistojets.
Ion Electrostatic Thrusters
Pros: Considerable spacecraft ni ght experience. Very high performance (Isp). Uses storable nuids that can be serviced off line without the use of a facilitated ground system. Low recurring cost. Isp ~ 3200 sec at 2 kWe. Cons: Requires high power to get increased efficiency and perfo nnance. Produces low thrust. Current technology is high specific mass (-10 kglkw). These characteri stics limit the applicati ons to sa tellite or small spacecraft propulsion. Lowest thrust/power of candidate EP devices.
Arc-Jet Electrothermal Thrusters
Pros: Second onl y to resistojets for spacecraft flight use experience. Uses storable fluids that can be serviced ofT line without the use of a facilitated ground system. Low recurring cost provided the nuid choice is not the toxic N, H,. Isp ~ 600 sec with N, H, at 2 kWe; Isp ~ 800 sec with NH J at 30 kWe. Cons: Requires hi gh power and has moderate perfonnance limiting its applicati on; however. produces higher Isp than the resistojet choice. Experience has been mostl y with N 2 H 4 • whic h drives up the life cycle cost due to handling costs associated with it being toxic.
Resistojet Electrothermal Thrusters
Pros: Most spacecraft night experience of any electric thruster (more than 220 nown). Uses storable fluids that can be serviced off line without the use of a fac ilitated ground system. Low rec urring cost provided the nuid choice is not the toxic N, H,. Isp ~ 300 sec with N, H, at 500 We. Cons: Requires hi gh power and has low perfonnance limiting its application. Ex peri ence has been mostl y with N, H,. whic h drives up the life cycle cost.
MPD (Magneto-Plasma Dynamic) Electromagnetic Thrusters
Pros: Uses argon or hydrogen nuid that can be serviced off line with simp le system. Provides hi gher perfonnance than the elec trothennal or the electrostatic choices. The thruster has low complexity and thus has the potential for low li fe cycle cost except that the power requ irements are very hi gh and thus the total system cost, when considering the power, power management and di stributi on and number or size of thrusters required to meet spacecraft thrust size. could overri de the cost advantages of the simple thruster. Cons: Very high power requ irement. (> I 00 kWe). Also requires very large vacuum fac ilities to test on Earth or a demo-night in space in low earth orbit. This can drive DDT &E to be very much higher, into the class of a NE P system. High power requirements (e.g. > 100 kWe to I MWe) for larger spacecraft at current -10-20 kgIKWe specific masses dri ves the power+thrust masses to be very high (e.g. > 10 MT )
Cold Cas Expansion Thrusters
Pros: Simple, reliable, non·contaminating to the space and spacecraft environment. low cost, and the tec hnology is mature. Fluids considered for thi s application are N" H" NH 1 , He, and Freon. whi ch are all available.
Cons: Limited to very low performance (considered heavy and produces low lsp, typicall y 70 sec fo r N,). Low performance lim its the total propellant loading because of the negati ve impac t on the mass rati o of the spacecraft . Consequentl y, li mi ted to applications only requ iring low impulse.
Propulsion Tethers 4.1 Electrodynamic Tether (EDT) Propulsion
Pros: Applicati on does not use propellant and thus reduces the propellant mass requ ired by spacecraft, This allows the payload to be launched by a smaller launch vehicle -reducing the li fe cycle cost. Cons: Application limited to low planetary orbits that have geomagnetic fi elds to provide power to operate. Application limited to low planetary orbits that have sufficient geomagnetic fi elds and sufficient ambient ions to conduct the phantom current. Power output for EDT is limited by the flux density of ambient ions. Power densit y fo r EDT is a function of geomagnetic field strength (e.g., the EDT wo uld generate enornlOUS power in a small package near Jupiter's intense geo magnetic fi elds). Power charging back to spacecraft can be an issue and cause shorting out of electrical systems if used in too Iowan orbit where molecular density is still able to produce stat ic or dynamic disc harges. Application is for stationkeeping and slow orbit change, not maneuvering, thus a second propulsion system may still be needed.
Momentum Propulsion Tethers
Pros: Application does not use propellant and thus reduces the propellant mass req uired by spacecraft, This allows the payload to be launched by a smaller launc h vehicle -reducing the li fe cycle cost. Cons: App lication limited to GEO or high earth orbit. Application is fo r stationkeeping and slow orbit change, not maneuveri ng, thus a second propulsion system may still be needed.
Electrodynamic Tether I Ion Electrostatic Thruster Hybrid Propulsion
Combinati on of Electrodynamic Tether and Ion Electrostatic Thruster. Pros: Eliminates need for ambient ions and fo r phantom current path. Power output no longer limited by ambient conditions. Cons: Power density is a function of geo magneti c field strength. However, this system can utili ze the sun's geo magnetic fi elds whi ch are effective past the orbit of Jupiter.
IV. Propellant and Propulsion
The next section is propellant and propulsion. This section is presented in four areas. The first area discusses the choice of propellant type such as cryogenic, storable non-toxic and toxic, solids, and hybrids. The second area discusses the choice of propellant by density or perfonnance considerations. This is primarily a discussion of the fue l density improvements of various hydrocarbons versus their perfo nnance loss in relation to H 2 • Mixture ratio shi fts and gelled propellant are also discussed. The third area discusses fuel versus oxygen cooling. The fo urth area presents monopropellant versus bipropellant system di sc ussions and compares their pros and cons.
C. Propellant and Propulsion Considerations
1. Choice of Propellant Type 1.1 All Cryogenic Pros: Have -40 years experience safely handling NBP propellants in support of servicing and fl ying launch vehicles. Their mass/volume relationship is a function of atmospheric pressure, therefore their flight mass is gauged with a fi xed passive measuring system. They provide very high perfo rmance. Cons: The greatest handling concerns fo r fuels are leaks and potential fires. Therefo re, fuel systems requ ire leak free designs (all we lded and avoidance of dynamic seals wherever possible) or very tight process verification prac tices (ve ri fy leak tight). Also, LH, has a very broad flammability and explosive range whic h requ ires an operational monitoring and corrective ac tion system to maintain safe operations. Closed compartments are to be avoided by design and, if they 13 American Institute of Aeronaut ics and As tronaut ics 46'" AIA AlAS MEiSAEiASEE Joint Propulsion Conference 25·28 July 20 10, Nashville, Tennessee AlAA 201 O-XXXX ex ist, must be either pressuri zed or purged to maintain an inert and safe environment L0 2 is impact sensiti ve with a very small amount of hydrocarbon, Therefore, it requires all surfaces that it mi ght come into contact with be ultra clean , Proper clothing mu st be used when handling L0 2 to avo id cryogenics bums. All small appendages and filters that could contain water vapor or gas contaminants must be removed by purging or evacuation to avoid freezing blockage or chemica l contamination. L0 2 is of hi gh density and is subject to geysering and water hammer fro m e levation and dynamics.
Storable No n-toxic
Pros: Most storable propellants have a narrow flammability and explos ive range, there fore, making them relative ly easy to safely handle. The U.S. energy infrastructure produces large quantities of these propellants and safe storage and handling procedures already exist. Storable fuels have higher densities than LH, or LNG and require smaller volume tanks to provide the samc mass and require less comp lex/costl y systems to build and operate.
The U.S. has flight experience with RP -I. Al cohol, and H,O, fuels. Cons: These propell ants arc sensiti ve to changes in atmospheric conditions, When temperature changes the vo lume of propellant changes with a resultant propellant density change. Therefore. the temperature must be detennined at launch time so that the correct prope ll ant oxidizer to fuel volume ratio is loaded to control the res iduals left at the end of fli ght since the residuals are un· usable and considered lost payload, Al so most fue ls are produced as a mi xture o f chemica l components. They do not have a boiling point, but have a distillation fracti on: therefore, a sa mpl e must be tested for each launch to determine the proper mass needed for that miss ion. An alternati ve to the above practice is to accept the fue l variance and add a flight system that changes the propellant ratio used by the engine to contro l the residuals. This added system is subject to fa ilure and additional operational mai ntenance. These propellants are subj ect to ga ining mo isture and particles during handling and require moisture removal and conditioning equipment to avo id bacteria growth and contaminati on. The waste products of this removal process must be properly managed and disposed of whic h adds cost to the operation. Also these fuel choices produce significantly lower Isp with 0 , Ulan H, does.
Storable Toxic
Pr os: These propellants are hypergolic and do not require ignition systems which deletes the need of this support system. They are storable and can be used without concern of losses on long duration space mi ss ions. The U.S. has fli ght ex perience wi th Red Fuming Nitric Acid (IRFNA). Hydrazine, N,O,. Ammoni a (NHl), UDMH , Aerozene 50 (50-50 mi xture ofh ydrazine and UDMH ), and MMH . The U.S also has ground test experience with FLOX and Fluorine as an oxidizer choice. Cons: In addition to being a storable propellant and subject to their Con's, the oxid izer leaches out iron from metal containers and handling equipment producing iro n nitrate which is a contaminate that blocks fil ters. small passages and causes moving parts to stick. This contaminant also ca uses valves to leak. Control of this contaminate requires propell ant temperature conditioning and control which produces waste products. The waste products o f thi s remova l process mu st be properly managed and disposed of which adds cost to the operation. The fuel is subject 10 spontaneous fire with many materia ls and procedures must be carefully designed to avoid any such contact. Facilities must be designed to control any spills and have corrective systems along with detec tion systems, This requirement adds considerable cost to the acqui sition and operations costs. These toxic propellants require personnel to wear total containment garment s to avo id hea lth damage when working with the propellants or intrusive ly with systems that contain any quantit y of these propell ants. The entire area must be evacuated and controll ed during servic ing. maintenance , and launch operati ons. Personne l working with these propellants must maintain current health records to allow medical personnel to assure thei r health, which adds another two di sc iplines at the launch site along with housin g. whi ch adds considerable cost to the operati on. These systems must use all welded des igns to avo id leakage and ground support systems are required to perform clean-up if a spill should occur, These clean-up materials and was te must be di sposed of properly and this adds considerable cosI.
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Choice of Propellant by Density or Performance Considerations
A quick overview of the relati ve comparison o f hydrocarbon fuel versus hydrogen, some wi th oxygen, hydrogen peroxide. and nitrogen tetraoxide as the oxidizer, is shown below.
Vacuum Specific
Density Impulse flight mass is gauged with a fixed passive measuring system. It is a very high performance fuel. In the event of a large spill the hydrogen evaporates very rapidly and ri ses, thus reducing the potential ofa very large ground level explosion provided it isn't collected in an entrapment.
Cons: Greatest handling concern is leaks and potential fires. Therefore, fuel systems require leak free designs <all welded and avoidance of dynamic seals wherever possible) or very ti ght process verifi cation practices (verify leak ti ght). Also, LH, has a very broad flammability and exp losive range which requires an operational monitoring and corrective action system to maintain safe operations. Closed compartments are to be avoided by design and, if the y ex ist, must be either pressurized or purged to maintain an inert and safe environment.
Densified Hydrogen (Triple Point)
Pros: Increases the density o f the tanked hydrogen. Perceived as a perfonnance gain as the ve hicle
tank vo lume is less, but will require an added cold helium bubbling system, submerged in the LH, tank, for safety during ground servic ing to maintain tank positive pressure.
Cons: Requires a considerable addition of ground support systems, e.g. , added helium chiller and pressurization system, that must be acti ve to maintain safe control of the vehicle LH 2 tank.
Requires support systems for the LH, hydrogen densifier. Will result in large additional recurring cost in propellants and gases. Hand ling LH, below the normal boiling point adds considerable 16 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronaut ics safety risk to the ground servicing and flight operations. All of the above Con's for NBP LH, also apply to the densified hydrogen concept.
RP-\
Pros: RP-I is a storable propellant and has a narrOw flammabilit y and explosive range, therefore, making it somewhat easier to safely handle compared to liquid hydrogen. However, the safety issues of RP-I should not be under estimated as it has a low flash point and will gel with LO, in the event of a combined spill. It therefore has a large explosive potential. The U.S. energy infrastructure produces large quantities of these propellants and safe storage and handling procedures already exist. Storable fuel s have higher densities than LH , or LNG and require 
Methane
Pros: Propellant is less expensive to procure and is denser ilian LH 2 . Propellant is more available througho ut the U.S. It delivers a hi gher Isp than RP-l. Un like RP -I, methane does evaporate like hydroge n. Cons: Delivers less performance than LH,. There is no fl ight experience with this propellant.
Propane
Pros: Propellant is less expensive to procure and is denser than LH 2 . Propellant is more available throughout the U.S. It delivers a higher Isp than RP-l. Unlike RP-I , propane does evaporate like hydrogen. Cons: Delivers less performance than LH, . There is no flight experience with this propellant.
Propellant is more dense than air and will acc umulate if leaked causing a potential fire/explosion hazard.
2,6 Shift Mixture Ratio to Oxygen Rich for Sea-Leva I and Low Altitude Operation Pros: This choice will provide mass fraction gains for the fli ght vehicle and the Russians have used these combustion techniques satisfactorily. Will provide higher thrust at sea level operation when most needed and then shift to preferred fuel rich for Isp gains when thrust is no longer the driver. May allow performance gains such that SSTO can be obtained or could reduce the ground in frastructure to one less fuel to provide considerable cost reduction.
Cons: The U.S. does not have any experience fl ying systems that use this choice today. Oxygen rich combustion increases the heat flux in the combustion chamber and the nozzle from the increased mass flow. Therefore, the coo ling capac ity must also be increased to accommodate thi s mode of operation. This choice may be better suited to also using oxygen coolin g instead of fuel.
Gelled Propellants
AlAA 20 10-XXXX Pros: Thixotropic gels have gained interest because of their characteristi c to tolerate small tank penetrations while in use providing a degree of greater fault tolerance than liquid propellants. This characteristic suggests this choice may be suited for in-space long life applications because of concerns of space debris. There have been some missile tests with MMH and IRFNA gels as we ll as ground testing of ge lled propellant for crew escape systems. Some gels have demonstrated the ability to be stored at a frozen state and warm to ambient conditions and then fired , Gelation improves handling and storage and helps alleviate the toxi cit y issues of some gels (e.g. MMH , IRFNA) by lowering the vapor pressure and the surface area of a potential spi ll.
Cons: There is no space fli ght experience with gels. Ge lation may improve some aspects of handling and storage, but they do not eliminate the inherent sa fety and toxicit y problems with these very toxic propellants. When considering the use of ge lled propellants there are many remaining concerns with the long-tenn storage and flu id dynamics of their feed systems as well as the reusability of systems. Reusability and life cost have not been addressed in past design efforts or testing and would be as high as standard liquid systems.
Choice of Rocket Engine Combustion ChamberlNollle Cooling 3.1 Fuel Cooled
Pros: Fuel cooling is the common practice for all U.S. designs when using liquid oxygen as the oxidizer and is we ll understood. Avoids safety concern for engine hardware burn-through.
Cons: If the fuel choice is a hydrocarbon, the engine components must be filled and bled fro m the main fue l valve aft or the system must be evacuated from the fuel pre-valves aft prior to engine start and fuel dropped during the start sequence as the Russian's do. In either case the concern for fue l leakage past the main fuel vale is time criti ca l and may require the systems downstream of both mai n valves be cleani ng so lvent-flushed to avoid engine explosion during the start sequence.
Also the shutdown sequence will cause fuel coking in the engi ne. If the engine is reusable his will require a cleaning process after each mission and an added recurring cost. I f the fuel choice is cryogenic LH" the start seq uence requires a fuel lead for cooling and this excess fuel during both startup and shutdown causes safety concerns and possible damaging overpressure. To avoid this concern , a burn-off system is needed that is critical and adds considerab le cost to the operation.
Excess fuel during shutdown is also a concern because if there are any entrapme nts. thi s could cause an exp losion.
Oxygen Cooled
Pros: Removes the concern for coking during shutdown using hydrocarbon fuels and deletes the concern for ignition overpressure during startup with cryogenic fuels . Also removes the concern for fuel entrapment resulting in potential explosions during engine shutdowns or aborts when using cryogenic fuels . These above hardware avoidances improve safety, increase syste m responsiveness, and lower life cycle cost. Cons: No ex peri ence in the U.S. using this design c hoice except when using hypergo lic propellants where it is the common choice. Hard ware burn-through fail ure mode cri ticality is largest reason not to attempt this design approach; however, feasibility testing of this approach has been accomplished with both LH, and RP-I fuels with no detrimental effects. In fact slots were cut in the cooling passages inside the combust ion chamber to simulate this burn-through leakage without any detrimental effects. For 0 2/H2 engines , the constant pressure specific heat of H2 is about nine times better than 0 2. So it takes about nine times the mass of O 2 through the same temperature range to match the H, cooling. H, and the hydrocarbon fuel can be raised to a hi gh bulk temperature in the coo ling circuits. On the other hand, it is unknown to what temperature O 2 can be safely raised and the only test data, from the 1970's, was for a bulk temperature below room tempera ture. Consequently, it is expected that the temperature rise of O 2 coo ling will be limited in comparison to H, and the hydrocarbon fuels.
Monopropellant versus Bipropellant Systems 4.1 Tridyne
Pros: This propellant is produced off-line and is contained in a single container on the vehicle. A small amount of a stoichiometric mixture of G0 2 and GH 2 is added to helium or to nitrogen to 18 Ameri ca n Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautic s provide a non-flammable mi xture. This propellant can be treated like a monopropellant. It requires a catalyt ic device to provide auto-combusti on and therefore does not require a separate ignition system. Tridyne is normally stored at high pressure. It is an ex tremely safe and inert system. Produces a reduction in ground support systems required fo r servicing and the total parts count on the ve hicle is reduced providing greater reliability. Cons: Requires an off-line ground fac ility to produce the gas mixture.
Cold Cas
Pros: These monopropellant systems provide minimum vehicle interface servicing and are composed of a mini mum number of parts, which results in lower life/cycle cost. They are safe and inert. The technology is proven and mature. Cons: These propulsion systems provide low performance.
Hydrogen Peroxide
Pros: This monopropellant system provides minimum vehicle interface servicing and is composed of a minimum number of parts, whi ch resuI(s in lower life/cycle cost. This choice doesn' t require combustion as it uses a catalyt ic device to provide decomposition and gas expansion for propulsion.
Cons: This propulsion system provi des low perfo rmance. High purity hydrogen peroxide is very sensitive to contamination and requires that any surfaces that co me into contac t with it to be ultraclean. The co ntaminate imi tates the decomposition process which builds pressure that can get out of control very rapidly and result in an explosion. Therefore, safe operating practices fo r new hardware suggests the system be ex posed to a dilute product (35% or less) to assure system is clean and safe before filling with propellant. This propellant is also considered somewhat unstable and can go bad (out of specification/purity) just sitting in the shipping container.
Hydroxyl Ammonium Nitrate (HAN)
Pros: This monopropellanl system provides minimum vehicle interface servicing and is composed of a minimum number of parts, which results in lower life/cycle cost. This choice doesn't require combustion as it uses a catalytic device to provide decomposition and gas expansion fo r propulsion. Much safer than hydraz ine because it is non-toxic. Cons: Performance may be slightl y lower than hydrazine. Fluid is corrosive and causes material compatibility concerns. Also may require heat to get the catalyt ic reaction started. No flight test experience.
Hydrazine
Pros: The space community has considerable experience using this monopropellant and safety prac tices are established. Since it is a monopropellant, the interfaces are less than a bi-propellant which allows servicing with less equipment than a tox ic bi-propellant system. This choice doesn' t require combustion as it uses a catalyti c device to provide decomposition and gas expansion for propulsion.
Cons: This monopropellant choice provides low propulsion performance. The fuel is subj ect to spontaneous fire with many materials and procedures must be carefull y designed to avoid any such contact. Facilities must be designed 10 contro l any spills and have corrective systems along with detec tion systems. This requirement adds considerable cost to Lhe acquisition and operations costs. These toxic propellants require personnel to ware total containment gannents to avoid health damage when working with the propellants or intrusively with systems that contain any quantity of these propellants. The entire area must be evacuated and controlled during servicing, maintenance, and launch operations. Personnel working with these propellants must maintain current health records to allow medical personnel to assure their health, which adds another two disciplines at the launch site along with housing, which adds considerable cost to the operation. These systems must use all welded designs to avoid leakage and ground suppon systems are required to perfo nn clean-up if a spill should occur. These clean-up materials and waste must be disposed of properl y and this adds considerable cost. maintenance, and launch operations. Personnel working with these propellants must maintain current health records to allow medical personnel to assure their health, which adds another two disciplines at the launch site along with housing, which adds considerable cost to the operation. These systems must use all welded designs to avoid leakage and ground support systems are required to perform clean-up if a spill should occur. These clean-up materials and waste must be disposed of properly and this adds considerable cost.
V. Functional Integration
The next section is functional integration. This section is presented in four areas. The first area, rocket combustion cycle choice, discusses engine power cycle choices. The second area, choice of vehicle guidance and control steering (ETO), discusses the various methods for thrust vector control for an earth-to-orbit stage. The third area, choice of vehicle guidance and control steering (in-space), discusses two choices for steering for an in-space stage. The last area, integrating propulsion, power, and thennal management functions versus using stand alone systems, discusses various levels of integrating propulsion, power, and thennal control. For the same chamber pressure and area ratio , the two closed cycles, expander and staged combustion, will have higher specific impulse than the open cycle (gas generator). The staged combustion cycle can reach higher chamber pressures (and thus higher area ratios for the same envelope) than the expander cycle and thus can reach a higher specific impulse.
D. Functional Integration Considerations
Rocket Combustion Cycle Choice
For the same chamber pressure and area ratio, the expander will have the highest engine thrust-toweight ratio, the gas generator will be poorer, and the staged combustion cycle will be the poorest. However, the gas generator and the staged combustion cycles can reach higher chamber pressures which, depending on the value of the chamber pressure, may allow them to exceed the expander thrust-to-weight ratio for the same area ratio.
Staged Combustion Cycle Driven by Performance Efficiency
Staged combustion power cycles can be fuel-rich, oxidizer-rich, or full flow (fuel-rich on the fuel side and oxidizer-rich on the oxidizer side). They are all closed cycles. Pros: This is the only reusable cycle that has flight experience. This cycle develops a high efficiency combustion process, and has higher specific impul se than the gas generator cycle. The
Shuttle SSME uses this cycle and there is considerable experience with it. The Russians have used this cycle extensively, however, only for expendable applications.
Cons: Because the staged combustion cycle must operate at higher internal pressures than the gas generator to achieve the same chamber pressure, it is more complex than the gas generator cycle.
The staged combustion cycle has much more exlreme internal pressure environments than the other two cycles.
Expander Cycle Driven by Long LifelDependability
Expander power cycles can use the fuel or the ox idizer, or they can use both propellants. They can be open cycles, closed cycles, or mixed. Pros: Because the expander cycle has no gas generator or precombustor, with their associated plumbing and ignition systems, expander cycles have less hard ware and are less complex than the gas generator or staged combustion cycles. Turbine temperatures are generall y lower than the other cycles. The lower turbine temperatures make the cycle more robust than the other cycles and the lower turbine temperature and the dec reased complexity increases the cycle dependab ility compared to the other cycles. For the above reasons the expec ted recurring cost would be lower and the resulting responsiveness would also be higher. There is ex tensive flight experience with this power cycle, all for upper stage applications. Several versions are in production and in flight today (e.g. RLI OA, RLl OB, LE-5B, VINCI , RD-0146) that use the closed expander or open expander cycles with hydrogen fuel. Typical missions use 2 to 3 re-starts for each flight and 6 restarts for orbital maneuvering has been demonstrated. The cycle has potential for using other fuels such as liquid met hane although at lower performance than the liquid hydrogen flown today.
Cons: This cycle has not been used on a reusable engine and has onl y been demonstrated at thrust levels suitable for upper stage engines. Because the engine cycle uses heat exchange from a fluid as it is wanned, and possibly gasified, the thrust size limited. The limit occurs because the sur face area available to regenerati vely cool does not increase linearl y with the thrust. The expander cycle also is limited to lower chamber pressures, at a given thrust, than the other cycles because it can onl y use regenerati vely recovered heat. It cannot add heat from precombusting the propellan ts. Thus the scale-up abi lity of this cycle is limited to creative ways of obtaining the required heat to drive the cycle.
Gas Generator Cycle Driven by Simplicity and Size Flexibility
Gas generator power cycles can be fuel-rich or oxidizer-rich, They are all open cycles, Pros: There is a large experience base using this cycle, To date all the applications have been expendable. This choice is less complex than the staged combustion cycle and more compl ex than the expander cycle. Because the cycle is open, the turbine/turbopump system can be tested independently as a "power-pack" before integrating with the main combustion chamber, thus reducing development risk, Cons: This cycle is not as efficient as the staged combustion cycle or the expander cycle and will produce a lower specific impulse, The internal pressure environments are hi gher than those in the expander cycle and lower than those in the staged combustion cycle. The internal temperature environments are generally the highest of the three cycles in an attempt to minimize the turbine flowrate and thus the specific impulse loss.
Tap-Off Cycle
The Tap-off cycle is a gas generator cycle wi thout a separate gas generator. Instead fluid is "tapped-off' from the co mbustion chamber to dri ve the turbines, Pros: The gas generator and its associated propellant feed plumbing are eliminated, This cycle was developed and extensively tested on the 1-2S program (six engines and >2 1,000 seconds of mainstage testing), Cons: Potential erosion of tap-off ports is a concern , No fl ight experience with this cycle,
Pulse Detonation Combustion
A pulsed detonation engine uses the detonation process to increase the chamber pressure instead of USIng pumps. Pros: The lack of turbopumps produces an engi ne wi th less hardware and a hi gher thrust to we ight rati o. The detonation process also produces a higher theoretical specific impulse which should allow a higher delivered performance. Cons: No fli ght experience. The engine is pulsed and not continuous which may limit the range of applications. The pulsed pressure cycles produce a dynamic demand on the propellant suppl y 22 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics valves and the injector environment causing concern for reliability/dependability and long life for use in a reusable system application. Combusti on noise ma y become a concern with this choice if used for sea level take-off with a large thrust size (e.g. > 50,000-pounds). Cons: Distributed hydraulic systems have generated an entire infrastructure including GSE and launch support maintenance, Distributed hydraulic systems have leakage and contaminati on issues that require additional maintenance. The bydraulic actuators require periodic overhaul for reusable systems. Besides imposing a very large requirement on support systems. the use o f a di stributed hydraulic actuator system results in many additional parts required by the hydraulic system to provide actuator forces. The criticality of these support syste ms exacerbates this problem. This approach trad itionally has generated a large amount of wo rk content between flights and requires ex tensive servicing. All of these fac tors drive up the life cycle cost considerabl y.
Choice of
Actuation of Thrust Vector Control by Gimbaling -Electro-Hydraulic Actuators
Pros: Eliminates distributed hydraulic system. Eliminates the need for large amounts of power versus using EMAs. The hydraulic package is a compact line replaceable unit. Cons: No fli ght experience. For large engines, heavier than distributed hydrauli cs (lighter than EM As).
Actuation of Thrust Vector Control by Gimbaling -Electromachanical Actuators (EM As)
Pros: A switch to electrica l ac tuators has the potential for reducing cost, complex ity, maintenance.
and LCe.
Cons: The weight of the power generation equipment may be excess ive for large thrust engines at high slew rates.
Jet and Air Vanes
Pros: This choice was used on earl y des igns and is reasonabl y robust, but the jet vanes are not reusable and would require replacement between each fli ght. Would result in lower life cycle cost compared to the traditional TVC approach fo r expendab le systems. Allows thrust vectoring with a single engine. Cons: This choice seems to be applicable to onl y small vehicle designs.
Nozzle Injection System
Pros: This choice allows the rocket nozzle to be fi xed, which simplifies it (no flex joint in the nozzle to motor design). This choice has been used on solid motor designs and should be restricted to this application. Deletes lhe requirement for an actuatinglgimbaling system, which reduces a large number of parts. This should increase the reliability of the system and reduce the servicing requirements. Should result in lowering the li fe cyc le cost. Allows thrust vectoring with a single engi ne .
Cons: The amount of fluid can be significant (above 10% of nozzle flow) for large equival ent gimbal angles. This approach requires a separate set of inj ection hardware, tankage for the inj ected fluid , and a pressurant system fo r the fluid . If the engine is reusable, then these added systems 23 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics would require servicing between each flight. Thi s drives up the life cycle cost and reduces the Safety/reliability. Therefore, the choice is very sensiti vit y to the actual design and requires a trade study of each desi gn choice before selection.
Differential Throttling of Rocket Nozzles
Pros: This choice eliminate s the need to gimbal , providing a large reduction in support systems and total parts. This should result in increased reliability , and lower life cycle cos t. Result s in a ground support infrastructure reduction. and lower life cyc le cost. Mult iple engines providing the nominal thrust may provide engine out capab ility increas ing mission reliability. Cons: This approach only works in an installation ha ving at least three engines. It wo rks with less penalty as more engines are included. There is less control authority with thi s approac h than with gimbal ling. The engines must be designed for a thrust level significantl y above the nominal thrust whi ch will increase the engine weight for the nominal thrust. This choice places an active roll on throttling the engi nes to achi eve the vehi cle fli ght control. The throttling must be continuous (not stepped) and must be capable of dwelling for long periods at any throttl e setting. These characteri sti cs impose severe requirements on the valves , their actuators, and the turbopump dynamic design. This choice has not been used and there is no experi ence to date. This choice wi ll dictate the minimum number and placement of roc ket nozzles.
C hoice of Ve hicle Guidance and Control Steering (In-Space)
3.1 Thrust Vec tor Control by Gi mbaling Nozzles (TVC) Pros: Considerable experience exists with this choice with the reu sable STS OMS electromechanical TVC.
Cons: Will not provide 3-axis control in space and is much more difficult to contro l the impulse magnitudes.
Reaction Control with Dedicated Thrusters
Pros: Provides great maneuverability in all three axis and can provide both course and fine adjustments. Propulsion choices will all ow selecti on of non-contamination solution when environment dictates.
Cons: Requires significant hardware and additional sub-systems dri ving reliability/dependability down and the mainte nance requirements up. Produces increased life cycle cost and an increased ground infrastructure.
Integrating Propulsion, Pon'cr, and Thermal Managcment Functions versus Usin g Stand Alone
Systems
Turbo-Alternator Driven From an Autogenous Tank Pressurization System
Pros: Where the system design uses an autogenous propell ant tank pressurization system (e.g. , the STS), a turbo-alternator can be used, adding a very small amount o f wei ght , without any additional perfonnance loss. This choice will provide power during ascent enabling electromechanical device applicati on versus hydraulic systems resulting in a large reduction of vehi cle support systems and their ground infrastructure. This choice will add reli abilit y, increase sa fety, and reduce life cycle cost. Cons: Requires a fli ght qualified dependable turbo-altern ator for design selection. This choice onl y provides power during ascent phase of flight.
Main Propellant from Common Tanks Feeding Fuel Cell Power System
Pros: In a reusable transportation system the residual propellant tank gases can be used for suppl y of the fuel cell power system with the aid of a small low-pressure gas compressor. This approach would reduce system hardware and result in increased reliability and lower life cycle cost. If the system is reusable the ground servicing time for the fuel cell between flights wi ll be signifi cantl y reduced.
Cons: Present fuel cells used on STS cannot use propellant grade oxygen; however. future designs will be compatible. There is no flight experience with these new fuel cells. Designers are comfortable with the current approach.
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American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronauti cs 46'" AIAAJASMElSAElASEE Joint Propulsion Conference 25-2 8 July 20 10. Nashville. Tt.:nncssee AIAA 20 I O-XXXX 4.3 In-Space Control System (RCS) and Main Engines Fed from Common Propellant Tanks Pros: This choice will delete several stand-alone flight propellant and pressurant tanks. Concept wi ll also delete ground and flight servicing hardware for all of these stand-alone vessels. Will result in a very large support infrastructure reduction, both at the launch si te and for man ufacturing/sustaining engi neering. This reduction of systems will result in a large part count reduction and add reliability, increase safety, and reduce life cycle cost. This approach may lend itself to enabling the use of presently un-usable propellant following the ascent phase of flight. If the system is reusable, the ground se rvicing time for the RCS function between flights will be significantly reduced.
Cons: If choice is to use liquid prope llant for the RCS functi on, there will be a need for a propell ant management system for the zero-g environment . There is no experience in this approach with reusable space vehicles.
In-Space Orbital Maneuvering Propulsion System and/or RCS System and/or Main Engines Fed from Common Propellant Tanks
Pros: This choice wi ll delete several stand-alone flight propellant and pressurant tanks. Concept will also delete ground and flight servicing hardware for all of these stand-alone vessels. Will result in a very large support infrastructure reduction, both at the launch site and for manufacturing/sustaining engineering. This reduction of systems will res ult in a large part count reduction and add reliability, increase safety, and reduce life cycle cost. This approach may lend itself to enabling the use of presentl y un-usable propellant following the ascent phase of flight. If the system is reusable, the gro und servicing time for the OMS function betwee n flights will be significantly reduced.
Cons: If choice is to use liquid propellant fo r the OMS function, there wi ll be a need for a propellant management system for the zero-g environment. There is no experience in this approach with reusable space vehic les.
Active Thermal Management System Fed from Common Propellant Tank Fluid
Pros: Choice will delete dedicated ground servicing systems fo r support of thi s function and the vehicle interface hardware. Will result in a support infrastructure, both at the launch site and for manufacturing/sustaining engineering, reduction. This choice will add reliability. increase safety, and reduce life cycle cost. The ground servicing time for the active thennal management function between flights will be significantl y reduced.
Cons: If choice is to use liquid propellant for this thermal management function, there wi ll be a need for a propellant management system for the zero-g environment. There is no experience in this approach with reusable space vehicles. If electrical hardware requires active cooling as in the STS , the benefit will be reduced considerably.
Any of the common or full y integrated systems that are considered to permit greater synergy of the overall system energy management comes at a price. Redundancy is a requirements and modularity of the systems needs to be considered so that components of the common/integrated system can be changed out if they fail without impacting the other elements of the integrated system. Reliability can be lower since there can be more elements to maintain.
VI. Thermal Management
The next secti on is thermal management. There are only two areas in thi s section. The first area, integral propellant tank and structure versus tank and aero-shell , di scusses two approaches to structure and their impacts on thenna l management. The second area , cryogenic tank thenno-insulation considerations, discusses tree approaches to lank insulation for ascent and re-entry.
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